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(+61)65839555,(+61)265839555 - http://www.facebook.com/Bel-Air-Pizza-
1817433295141555

A comprehensive menu of Belair pizza from Port Macquarie covering all 23 meals and drinks can be found here
on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Belair pizza:
Tried their pizza while staying in Port Macquarie and found it quite nice. Good base and well topped, maybe

even too well topped, should have gone down a size. Good garlic bread too. read more. What User doesn't like
about Belair pizza:

Genuinely terrible! I cannot figure out how this pizza could get such good reviews… They must have all their
friends and family put in reviews, because the pizza is awful. Zero sauce underneath the topping ingredients on

the base! Spot the cheese… there is practically none! What is there… and every other ingredient, has no flavour!
Very disappointing… It really is literally tasteless! Cheap, cheap, cheap! read more. A selection of delicious

seafood meals is served by the Belair pizza from Port Macquarie, and you can look forward to traditional Italian
cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta. There's also tasty pizza, baked fresh using traditional methods,

Naturally, you should also taste the fine burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges served.
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Appet�er�
GARLIC BREAD

Soup�
GAZPACHO

Sashim�
SQUID

Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Mai� Cours�
SEA BASS

Dolc� – Desser�
CANNOLI

P�z� brea�
KNOBLAUCHBROT

Breakfas� - Shmear Flavor�
REGULAR

P�z�
SUPREME PIZZA

PIZZA SPECIAL

Burger�
FISH BURGER

FISCHBURGER

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

DESSERT

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SEAFOOD

GARLIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PIZZA

BURGER

BREAD
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